
The Six R’s are a key part of Sustainable Design. 

Which ‘R’ are you going to focus on first to make you more  

environmentally aware??? 
 

Recycle: Reprocess a material or product and make something else. 

Repair: When a product breaks down or doesn’t work properly, fix it. 

Reuse: Use a product to make something else with all or parts of it. 

Rethink: Design in a way that considers people and the environment. 

Reduce: Cut down the amount of energy and unnecessary waste.  

Refuse: Do not buy a product if you do not need it. 

 

 

 Analysing a product using ACCESS FM  

 Aesthetics: ………. Describing what it looks like... 

 Consumer: .....Who is it for?  

 Cost: ........How much would you pay for the product?   

 Environment: …..Where will the product be placed? 

 Safety: ………….Is the product safe? Health & Safety.  

Size: …… What are the measurements of the product?  

Function: ……. What does the product do?  

Materials: ……..What materials have been used?  

 Product Analysis 

 

Only one person to operate the Disc Sander at any time. Keep fingers and 

hands away from the moving sanding disc. Always wear personal safety 

equipment when using the disc sander—goggles and an apron. You can also wear a 

face mask if required. Always know where the emergency STOP button is in relation 

to the      machine so that you know how to turn off the machine quickly and           

effectively. Ensure you use a pair of push sticks on the disc sander for 

intricate shapes and edges of your product. Work must remain flat on 

the work table when using the disc sander because the disc rotates              

anti-clockwise. Take your time when using the disc sander because it is 

a powerful machine. 
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Materials Knowledge 

MDF—Medium Density Fibreboard is a composite material                                       

because it is made of two materials—wood fibres and                                                       

glue. MDF is a man-made product. Panels are made                                                                

by applying high temperature and pressure. 

Softwoods come from coniferous trees which have needles instead of 

leaves. Softwood grows faster than hardwoods and tend to be                

cheaper to buy. Softwoods are easier to work with as they are softer 

than hardwoods.  

Hardwoods come from deciduous trees. This is a broad-leaved tree 
which looses its leaves in the winter. Hardwoods take a lot longer to 
grow than     softwoods—this is one of the reasons why it is a more 
expensive to buy. 

Disc Sander 


